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During the holidays, people are motivated to make donations 
to a local food bank; that's philanthropy. When someone in 
your family is battling life-threatening diseases like cancer, 
people are motivated to walk, run, or do any number of 
activities to raise money for research and care; that's philan-
thropy. When a part of the world is hit with tragedy, like a 
hurricane or other natural disaster, people are motivated to 
donate funds to help rebuild or to alleviate pain and suffer-
ing; that's philanthropy.

ART IS A  
SOCIAL GOOD
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There is nothing astonishing in these 
statements, as most, if not all, of us 
have acted accordingly. It is natural to 
support attempts for the betterment of 
our society, of our fellow persons.

Art is a social good, something that cultivates the 
betterment of community, society, ourselves, and 
our fellow person. However, it does not have the 
same triggers of financial support as issues of health, 
poverty, or even education. It is often said that Mani-
tobans are amongst the most generous of donors. But 
when it comes to Manitobans donating to the arts, 
only 1% of charitable donations are made to the arts, 
whereas 63% of Manitobans who give, give to health 
and 57% to religion. Yet, 99.6% of Manitobans partic-
ipate in at least one arts, culture or heritage activity 
every year. Thus, we know Manitobans value the 
arts, but this value does not correlate with a habit 
of donating financially to arts organizations. None-
theless, many believe that these statistics indicate a 
huge potential to grow the private donor base of arts 
organizations in Manitoba.

 It is also what Artsupport Australia told us: this 
national program provided philanthropic support 
and advice to arts organizations in every state of 
Australia and developed new philanthropic donors 
to the arts. They produced astonishing results. In 
four years they increased donations to 1300 regis-
tered arts and cultural organizations by 59%, from 
$49.6 million in 2005 to $74.4 million in 2009. It’s 
easy to understand why Manitoba's arts sector would 
find this type of program quite appealing. And thus, 
under the administration of Artspace, a group of arts 
leaders and fundraising professionals set out to adapt 
the Australian project to the Manitoba landscape.

 ArtSupport Manitoba was a four-year project 
designed to test the hypothesis that, with profes-
sional support, Manitoba’s arts organizations could 
increase their financial sustainability and organiza-
tional capacity by growing philanthropy in the arts 
sector. 

 Thirty-five art organizations throughout Mani-
toba participated in the project, and here is what the 
process revealed.
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TWO ARTSUPPORT MANITOBA  
WAS DESIGNED AROUND TWO AREAS OF ACTIVITIES:

Providing the arts sector 
with skills, tools and 
resources to confidently 
engage with the philan-
thropic sector to diver-
sify funding sources for 
greater sustainability.

Provide advice, counsel  
and opportunities to 
philanthropists, including  
individuals, businesses 
and foundations.

1 2
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The bulk of the program focused on the first area, 
providing the arts sector with skills, tools and 
resources to engage with the philanthropic sector. 
Most of this would happen through mentorship. 
Participating arts organizations were paired with one 
of nine fundraising professionals who met with their 
organization partners on a weekly or monthly basis 
for the duration of the program. The mentors were not 
to raise money directly for the organization. Instead, 
they provided advice and training in the processes 
needed to initiate, cultivate and steward relationships 
with current and prospective donor sectors. 

THROUGH THE MENTORSHIPS, PARTICIPATING ARTS ORGANIZATIONS 
BENEFITED FROM: 
1 an assessment of their organization’s current  
 fundraising; 

2 custom-made short and long-term plans; 

3  advice about allocation of resources and hiring  
 personnel to reach these goals; 

4 consistent, tailored fundraising mentorship to  
 organizational leaders; including development  
 department staff, executive directors, and  
 board members;

5 ad hoc advice to organizations and their staff; and 

6 guidance and workshops for board members,  
 volunteers, and staff to ensure all were involved  
 in fundraising and in developing donor  
 relationships.
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Over the four years of the program, thirty-five arts 
organizations throughout Manitoba participated in 
the pilot project. Most participated for all four years, 
some for one, or two years. Program participants 
represented a broad cross-section of arts organiza-
tions in terms of budget, (from $94,000 to $10,500,000) 
mission and location, (from Winnipeg to Flin Flon).  
Regardless of the diversity of the participant organiza-
tions, they shared a common need to create an environ-
ment that would allow them to build a comprehensive 
fundraising program that would continue to grow and 
deliver stable revenue on an annual basis.

 Participation in the program came at no financial 
cost to the organization; this was not a fee for service 
program. Nonetheless, we asked that board members 
adopt a resolution confirming their participation and 
thus committing time and personnel to the process. The 
program required a significant investment of human 
resources.  

 The mentorships were supplemented with regular 
workshops, led by industry experts, to foster peer-to-
peer learning. The workshops were available to all 
program participants, including development officers, 
executive directors and board members. 

T HESE WORKSHOP S W ERE OFFERED IN PA RT NERSHIP W I T H CRE AT I V E 
M ANI TOBA A ND COV ERED T HE FOLLOW ING TOP ICS :

1  roles and responsibilities of a non-profit arts  
 organization; 

 

2  introduction to philanthropy and sponsorship; 
 

3  current and prospective donors; 
 

4  developing comprehensive solicitation programs; 
 

5  marketing and communications for fundraising; 
 

6  giving voice to donors values; 
 

7 donor love; and 
 

8 building and implementing your development plan.

 
These workshops were conducted in a classroom 
setting and some were broadcast via web conferenc-
ing. This allowed participants to learn from indus-
try professionals, but also from one another. It was 
important to build networks that would last beyond 
the program.
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 We designed the ArtSupport Manitoba website 
to be a platform for participants to access forms, 
templates and examples of tools to be utilized. These 
were offered in French and in English. Since the end 
of the program, these documents have migrated to 
the Artspace website, and are freely available to all. 

 For the second area of activities, ArtSupport 
Manitoba set out to work with individual donors 
(specifically high net worth individuals), private 
foundations and corporate foundations to highlight 
the value of arts, culture and heritage, and encour-
age them to become more strategic and structured 
in their giving in this area. The aim was to accom-
plish this through one-on-one sessions, network-
ing events and seminars. Additionally, ArtSupport 
Manitoba wanted to be in a position to take specific 
requests from foundations and donors, and research 
arts organizations that fit with their giving strate-
gies. The Australian model inspired this paradigm. 
However, due to our own funding limitations, ener-
gies were focused on individual donors only. Infor-
mation sessions, a conference, ad campaigns, and 
video resources were produced.
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It was important to build 
networks that would last 
beyound the program.

From where art grows / 
Jusqu'ou la portée de l'art.
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DESIRED

OUTCOMES

TH
RE

E ArtSupport Manitoba 
worked toward nine 
desired outcomes



1

INCRE ASED PR I VAT E -SEC TOR ART S FUNDING RESULT ING 
IN A MORE S TABLE AND INNOVAT I V E SEC TOR , WHICH W IL L 
BENEF I T AUDIENCES, PART IC IPAN T S AND COM MUNI T IES .

3

ON T HE JOB T R A INING OF FUNDR A IS ING S TAFF  
TO DE V ELOP SK IL LS AND S T RONG COHORT S OF 
FUNDR A ISERS IN T HE A RT S .

5

STRONGER MORE SUSTA INABLE ORGANIZ AT IONS, WHICH ARE 
SUPPORTED BY ENGAGED AND INFORMED STAFF & BOARDS.

7

AN E X PANDED AND MORE ENGAGED PUBL IC IN T HE EN T IRE 
ECOSYST EM OF ART S AC T I V I T IES .

9

INCRE ASE T HE NUMBER OF PHIL AN T HROPIS T S W I T H A FOCUS 
ON T HE ART S .

2

INCRE ASED BUDGE T S, W HICH W IL L L E A D TO MORE AC T I V I T Y 
A ND S TA FF, INCRE AS ING T HE ECONOMIC IMPAC T OF T HE 
A RT S SEC TOR .

4

CRE AT E E X PER IENCED FUNDR A ISERS W I T H ART S SPEC IF IC 
E X PERT ISE . A S T RONG COHORT OF WELL T R A INED 
FUNDR A ISERS TO DECRE ASE T HE IMPAC T OF DEFEC T ION TO 
OT HER , BE T T ER PAY ING NOT- FOR- PROF I T SEC TORS.

6

ORGA NIZ AT IONS T H AT EMBR ACE A CULT URE OF 
PHIL A N T HROPY, WHICH BROA DENS T HEIR  
FUNDING, OU T RE ACH AC T I V I T IES A ND AUDIENCES .

8

HEIGH T ENED AWA RENESS OF T HE VA LUE OF T HE SEC TOR 
W I T HIN T HE NE X T GENER AT ION OF M A NI TOBA’S H IGH NE T 
WORT H INDI V IDUA LS .
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Katarina Kupca, co-creator of the program and 
professional fundraising consultant, captured the 
essence of this objective by noting, “arts organiza-
tions must include developing a robust fundraising 
program as part of their organization’s strategic plan 
if they hope to become sustainable.”

 Over the four years of the program, mentors repeat-
edly saw organizations struggle to make room in their 
already over taxed organizations to raise the revenue 
needed to sustain their programs.  This challenge was 
compounded by a significant gap in the skills required 
vs. the skills available to participant organizations if 
they hoped to earn additional revenue.

 Generally speaking, most arts organizations do 
not have an understanding of how effective fund-
raising works, nor access to the appropriate level of 
skilled staff needed to earn the revenue they need.  
The ArtSupport Manitoba program focused on these 

two challenges. Significantly, the program was set-up 
to work with all the participant organizations’ stake-
holders (i.e. Board, Executive Directors, staff and 
volunteers) to help move the whole organization 
towards sustainability.

 After four years, ArtSupport Manitoba partic-
ipants saw an average increase of 10% in their 
annual funds raised (i.e. 16.0% vs 25.8% of total 
budget). This represents $2.4 million in new reve-
nue annually.

 Interestingly enough, the biggest change happened 
in the first year. Fundraising benefits doubled in the 
first year, demonstrating that an influx of energy and 
resources yields positive results. And the impact stays; 
years two and three yielded lower returns than year 
one, but higher returns than would have been earned 
without the program. 

Creating a ‘culture of philanthropy’ within the 
participating organizations was the primary 
objective of the ArtSupport Manitoba program.



 It is important to note that during the four-year period 
of increases in fundraising revenue, ArtSupport Mani-
toba participants saw their revenue from all other sources 
fall by $3.3 million! Thus, proving that fundraising activ-
ities are not closing the gap on worrisome revenue trends 
for art organizations. It is clear that arts organizations 
are under extreme pressure as traditional sources of 
financial support dry up. The ArtSupport Manitoba 
program gives hope that an integrated approach to fund-
raising can stabilize and reverse losses being felt across 
the sector. However time is not on the side of most orga-
nizations as they remain predominantly reactive rather 
than proactive. And if there is one key-learning outcome 
that comes from this pilot-program, it is that arts orga-
nizations need professional development in order to give 
them the tools to do effective fundraising. 

 It should also be noted that we positioned fundrais-
ing or philanthropic development not as a lifeline for 
organizations, but rather as an opportunity to diver-
sify revenue sources and as a way to connect with their 
community. In other words, it was about empowerment 
through sustainability.  Sadly, for many, their reality 
pushed them to view philanthropy as a last effort to 
keep the lights on.

It is clear that arts 
organizations are under 
extreme pressure as 
traditional sources of 
financial support dry up.

14



The ArtSupport Manitoba program clearly demon-
strated that organizations that recognized fundraising 
as a core activity gained an important advantage.  As 
well as being essential to achieving their basic objec-
tives, they were able to plan and develop new innova-
tions in programming, outreach and impact.  Fund-
raising, rather than a way to ‘make up the difference’ 
in their budgets, created new opportunities achieved 
though building a stable and sustainable organization.
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 The ArtSupport Manitoba program moved the 
conversation regarding the respective roles of the 
participant organizations’ Board, staff and volun-
teers towards a more comprehensive understand-
ing of fundraising. The program addressed Board 
members’ lack of a basic understanding of how effec-
tive fundraising should be used within their organiza-
tion.  Mentors focused on educating Board members 
and providing a level of comfort and understanding of 

KEY LEARNINGS
T HERE ARE T WO KE Y L E A RNINGS FROM T HE A RT SUPPORT M A NI TOBA PROGR A M. T HE Y A RE :

1

Arts organizations have a critical imperative to integrate 
fundraising into their organizational practices. For most, this 
means a significant adjustment in culture and structure. One 
that recognizes that an integrated fundraising plan is not a 
threat to programming but a key component to delivering 
programming, both current and future.

2

Arts organizations would be well served to adopt the Condi-
tions Needed to Achieve Sustainability, as listed below, as 
guiding principles for their future. Constant and regular 
education of all stakeholders is paramount.
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their roles.  As well, the ArtSupport Manitoba program 
sought to provide practical support for those Board and 
Fundraising Committee members who were ready to 
become engaged in the process.

 The ArtSupport Manitoba program focused on 
having participant Executive Directors and staff adopt 
the best fundraising practices. Mentors encouraged the 
use of key indicators of success and reinforced the prin-
ciple that accountability on projected fundraising goals 
was in place.

 Participant organizations were evaluated on 43 sepa-
rate valuations, collected in seven distinct sections 
that were identified as important in terms of creating a 

‘culture of philanthropy’.  Participants were evaluated 
at the beginning of the program and at annual intervals. 
The scope of the program was very ambitious, and as 
noted above, made gains in all areas.

 It is significant that on average, of the 43 separate 
valuations, only five reflected an initial valuation of 3 
out of 10, (i.e. Plan to put in place) and there was only 
one average valuation of 4 out of 10, (i.e. Some in plans 
place, perhaps ad hoc).  On average, initial participant 
valuations were 2 or less (i.e. Not in place or Understand 
Important).  This finding should be of major concern to 

anybody interested in maintaining a cultural sector in 
Manitoba.

 The interconnectivity of the objectives, and their 
relative priority for the ArtSupport Manitoba partic-
ipants varied.  Nevertheless, there are some absolutes 
that must be present for organizations intent on attain-
ing a position of sustainability and growth.

 The intelligence gained from the ArtSupport Mani-
toba program is presented here as clusters of knowl-
edge and the conditions that must be present in order to 
achieve them, specific to building an effective fundrais-
ing program and achieving sustainability.  This is partic-
ularly important in terms of future training because 
this approach builds the organization’s ability to move 
towards the primary objective of creating a culture of 
philanthropy.
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Specific actions/objectives identified 
 

Resource (capital/human) needs or ‘use of’ considered for short, mid and 
long-term objectives and planning 

 
Measurable outcomes established 

 
Collective reflection of will of the Board

Clarity and consensus about core values and key fundraising messages 
 

Reflects organizational choices for fundraising 
 

Establishes value of properties and programs and associated benefits 
 

Primary resource for sharing organization’s key messages 
 

Possible uses include Board/volunteer recruitment and government relations

ORGANIZ AT IONA L  
S T R AT EGIC PL AN

C ASE FOR SUPPORT

REQUIREMENT CONDITIONS NEEDED TO ACHIEVE SUSTAINABILITY

Culture of Philanthropy
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Commitment to growth in earned revenue 
 

Firm fundraising targets established 
 

Built on strengths of the Case for Support 
 

Guides use of resources (capital/human) 
 

Data management system in place for all stakeholders (i.e. donors, volunteers, audience)  
 

Ongoing review of strategies for all possible fundraising activity, including activities 
deemed inappropriate at this time 

 
Established criteria for gift levels (i.e. contact and recognition) 

 
Intake for donor prospects in place (i.e. research & pipeline) 

 
Integrated annual schedule for all fundraising including cultivation, solicitation and 
stewardship for each activity 

 
Fundraising communications strategy linked to program, general communications 
strategy and/or ticket sales

DE V ELOPMEN T PL AN

REQUIREMENT CONDITIONS NEEDED TO ACHIEVE SUSTAINABILITY

Culture of Philanthropy



Directly linked to key messages as established in the Case for Support 
 

Clarity around integration of fundraising and general/programming 
messaging 

 
Considers the suitability of various messaging channels (i.e. online vs. print) 

 
Demonstrates impact in addition to providing information 

 
Understood and consistently used by all stakeholders (i.e. program emcees, 
Chair and Board, communications)

FUNDR A IS ING  
M ARKE T ING /  
MESS AGING

REQUIREMENT CONDITIONS NEEDED TO ACHIEVE SUSTAINABILITY
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Culture of Philanthropy
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Fundraising committee in place 
 

Ability to evaluate fundraising results and adjust strategy to cover any projected 
shortfall 

 
Strategically seeking growth (vs. maintenance) in earned revenue 

 
Resources allocated (i.e. staff, volunteers, capital) as required – linked to strategic 
and development plans 

 
Annual review of programs and properties needing support or available for named 
recognition 

 
All staff and Board understand their roles in fundraising 

 
Firm commitment to the budget 

 
Adopt policies and procedures that honour the donor’s commitment and carefully 
stewards their gift

ORGANIZ AT IONA L  
SELF KNOW LEDGE

REQUIREMENT

Culture of Philanthropy

CONDITIONS NEEDED TO ACHIEVE SUSTAINABILITY
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The Executive Director and the Board are: 

 Well informed about general fundraising practices and the specifics of  
 their organization 
 Contribute financially to the organization 
 Actively participate in fundraising 
 Support the organization’s efforts to identify potential senior  
 leadership volunteers 

 
Organizations develop targeted messaging for volunteers to promote donating 

 
All stakeholders have a vested interest in actively supporting fundraising as 
part of their duties 

 
Professional development for fundraisers is considered an essential part of 
capacity building 

 
The Executive Director and Board Chair recognize that organizational 
stability is directly linked to their fundraising success

PEOPLE

REQUIREMENT

Culture of Philanthropy

CONDITIONS NEEDED TO ACHIEVE SUSTAINABILITY
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The ArtSupport Manitoba program is pleased to have 
successfully supported the participating organizations 
in their efforts to reshape their future by introducing the 
conditions necessary to achieve sustainability over the 
long-term.  We are certainly pleased to have partnered 
with local business and government to help our partic-
ipants earn over $7.1 million dollars over the course of 
the program.  To them we extend our deepest thanks.

 The legacy of the ArtSupport Manitoba program will 
be the continued growth of the participating arts orga-
nizations as they apply their new skills and adjust to 
the new realities of working in the non-profit sector.  
However we recognize that the intelligence gained for 
the sector in general includes a warning that the need 
for profound change is clear.

 Generally speaking, lead volunteers and executive 
staff do not understand fundraising to the degree that 
is necessary to thrive rather than just survive in 2018.  
Their perceptions are born out of oft-repeated myths 
about what fundraising involves.  For many organiza-
tions the order of the day is to have someone do fund-
raising ‘from the corner of their desk’.  In some cases 
on-staff fundraisers have found themselves in the posi-
tion simply by virtue of the fact they have a passion for 

art.  To complicate matters, in Manitoba there is a short-
age of skilled development workers in general.  As orga-
nizations continue developing a culture of philanthropy 
they must address their deficit in Board understand-
ing and staff training on an ongoing basis.  This will 
continue to be a major challenge.  Boards must become 
fully engaged in the process and provide the resources 
needed to achieve sustainability through fundraising.

the legacy of the ArtSupport  
Manitoba program will be  
continued growth



The task of developing measures of success for a pilot 
program that was delivered to thirty-five ArtSupport 
Manitoba participants over a four-year period was not 
without its challenges.  Given the varied size and budget, 
(i.e. Virden/Arts Mosaic - $94,000 and the Royal Mani-
toba Theatre Centre - $10,500,000) location, (i.e. the 
Flin Flon Arts Council) Artspace determined early 
on that a customized evaluation matrix was required 
for the ArtSupport Manitoba program.  ArtSupport 
Manitoba also recognized that the wide disparity of 
strengths, weakness and special needs of each partic-
ipant would heavily influence our efforts to collect a 
cohesive valuation for the program.  To meet this chal-
lenge a system of monthly reports and annual reports 
was developed.  As well, the reporting system needed 
to ensure that the intent of the ArtSupport Manitoba 
program, to develop a ‘culture of philanthropy’ within 
the participant organizations, was supported by this 
system of regular review and analysis.

The annual evaluation of the ArtSupport Mani-
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BUILDING MEASURES — BUILDING CAPACIT Y

toba program, as reflected in a Report Card, was 
completed for each participating organization.  
Tracking their learning over the four years of the 
ArtSupport Manitoba program allowed the program 
administrators, mentors and organizations, to adjust 
their focus, refine their approach and achieve greater 
gains as the program unfolded.

The final Report Card, as prepared by the partici-
pants and the mentors, also provided a clear indi-
cation of how effective the program had been over-
all. Additionally, this process  highlighted which 
areas remained the biggest challenges and where 
new opportunities lay.  Lastly, the final Report Card 
allowed the participants to look beyond their ArtSup-
port Manitoba experience and to continue to develop 
their respective organizations.  This became the 
basis for the standard format for the Report Card that 
was to be used by all the participants and mentors.

The annual evaluation and Report Card included an 
assessment by the respective mentors and Executive 
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Directors and/or Board Chairpersons.  The annual eval-
uation also set goals, negotiated with the participants, for 
the subsequent twelve months.  The mentors completed 
the final evaluation and Report Card with each orga-
nization being encouraged to provide their comments. 

The Report Cards summarized program results in 
seven distinct sections, under the following headings: 
Tools, Individual Giving, Corporate Giving, Sponsor-
ship, Foundation Giving, Engagement and Organiza-
tional Investment.

Each of the respective sections had between three and 
twelve individual valuations that were reviewed and 
assessed with the participants. These number ratings were 
captured on the Report Card and goals for the subsequent 
twelve months were identified. The Report Card used the 
following indicators for each of the respective valuations: 

1 NOT IN PL ACE  
2 UNDERSTA ND IMPORTA NCE  
3 PL A N TO PU T IN PL ACE  
4 SOME IN PL ACE , PERH A P S A D HOC  
5 PROCESS / PL A NS S TA RT ED  
6 PL A NS & SOME IMPLEMEN TAT ION  
7 BE T T ER IMPLEMEN TAT ION  
8 V ERY GOOD IMPLEMEN TAT ION  
9 A L MOST PERFEC T IMPLEMEN TAT ION  
10 NO ROOM FOR IMPROV EMEN T

The objective was to move the participant’s under-
standing and effectiveness for each of the valuations 
up, thereby demonstrating learning, and in doing so, 
building capacity.  This report provides an assessment 
of the overall effectiveness of the ArtSupport Manitoba 
program: first by reporting on the average increase 
across all the valuations and second, by using specific 
participant’s results and/or experiences to illustrate 
how the program worked best and where improve-
ments could be made.
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S EC T ION 1 TOOLS This section captured informa-
tion related to the participant’s ability to actualize 
their mission.  Foundational documents, such as 
their strategic plan, Case for Support and commu-
nications plan, along with key operational processes 
like data management and policies, were covered in 
this section.

 
S E C T I O N 2 INDIVIDUAL GIVING  This section 
focused on the various fundraising methods avail-
able to the participants for prospecting, cultivating, 
soliciting and stewarding of individual donors.

 
SEC T ION 3 CORPORATE GIVING This section (as 
distinct from corporate sponsorship) examined 
the participant’s progress in seeking and securing 
unencumbered gifts from corporations.  This type of 
corporate support can take many forms but generally 
it would be related to gifts that were philanthropic 
in nature.

 
SEC T ION 4 SPONSORSHIP This section summarized 
information related to the participant’s use of their 
own properties to earn revenue. It included devel-
opment of a robust benefits program and strategies 
for cultivating and retaining long-term relationships 
within the corporate sector.

 
S EC T ION 5 FOUNDATION GIVING This section, 
perhaps most commonly thought of as ‘grant seeking’, 
reviewed processes for making certain the partici-
pant was able to identify and seek financial support 
from granting agencies.

 
SEC T ION 6 ENGAGEMENT  This section reported on 
participant’s effectiveness in terms of their various 
stakeholder commitment to supporting or promoting 
the organization. It also included advancing the crit-
ical issue of having Board members understand their 
role including actively supporting the fundraising 
efforts of the organization.

 
S E C T I O N 7  ORGANIZATIONAL INVESTMENT  
This section tracked the participant’s ability to develop 
capacity across all of its human and capital resources to 
build sustainability within the organization.



BUILDING BUILDING

MEASURES CAPACIT Y
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The chart below illustrates the average increase for ArtSupport Manitoba partic-
ipants in each of the valuations for the seven indicators included in the Tools 
section of the report card.  For example, a participant with an initial valuation of 3, 
(i.e. Plan to put in place) would have increased by 3.7 to a valuation of 6.7, (i.e. Better 
implementation) or an initial valuation of 2, (i.e. Understand importance) would have 
increased to a valuation of 5.7, (i.e. Plans and some implementation).

SECTION 1

TOOLS
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The average ArtSupport Manitoba participant began 
the program with a valuation of 3.2 (i.e. Plans to put 
into place) for their Strategic Plan.  The lowest reported 
valuation was 1 (i.e. Not in place) and the highest was 
6 (i.e. Plans and some implementation).  No participant 
reported having completed a Strategic Plan that was 
used on a regular basis to guide their organization.

The average final valuation was almost 7 (i.e. Better 
implementation).  Many of the ArtSupport Manitoba 
participants reported achieving a valuation of 8 (i.e. 
Very good implementation).  ArtSupport Manitoba 
participants reporting final valuations of 3 to 5 (i.e. Plan 
to put in place or process/plans started) sited reasons for 
not prioritizing strategic planning that could be catego-
rized as ‘due to lack of capacity’ or ‘focus on their art/
programming/art making’.

At the outset it was common among the ArtSupport 
Manitoba participants to have Strategic Plans that 
provided no real direction for the organization or were 
not used to guide the organization in its day-to-day 
activity.  Many did not include specific goals.  As well, 

generally speaking, the Board’s understanding of the 
importance of having an activated Strategic Plan was 
lacking. The ArtSupport Manitoba program placed 
a very high value on ensuring program participants 
understood the importance of having a Strategic Plan.  
Due to the importance of strategic planning, Artspace 
administrators themselves presented strategic plan-
ning workshops for a number of participants.

The final Report Card reflects a general move toward 
organizations that adopted best practices around the 
development of their Strategic Plan, including using the 
plan itself to access the organization’s progress.  Inter-
estingly, participants began integrating more detailed 
planning, such as development and/or communica-
tions strategies into their overall planning.  This is in 
contrast to focusing on program objectives alone, which 
was the order of the day at the outset of the ArtSupport 
Manitoba program.

A  ORGANIZ AT IONAL S T R AT EGIC PL AN
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On average, ArtSupport Manitoba participants 
scored a valuation of 1 (i.e. Not in place) for Case for 
Support when the program began.  The highest initial 
valuation was a 4 (i.e. Some in place, perhaps ad hoc), 
but was noted for their inconsistent use of a unified 
message combined with no actual work plan. 

In this valuation, final reporting shows a significant 
increase of 5.7 levels on average.  The average valua-
tion was 7 (i.e. Better implementation). Some ArtSup-
port Manitoba participants reported achieving a 
valuation of 8 (i.e. Very good implementation).  The 
lowest valuation was 2 (i.e. Understand importance), 
but it should be noted that this participant in partic-
ular was dealing with the dual challenges related to 
developing a Case for Support for operating needs 
while simultaneously running a Capital Campaign.  At 
the end of the program the participant continued to 
work with the ArtSupport Manitoba tools to finalize 
their Case for Support.

For the ArtSupport Manitoba mentors, having their 
participants develop their respective Cases for 
Support was critical.  The Case for Support is a core 
document that is essential for organizations intent 
on fundraising.  As the reader will see in subsequent 
sections, those participants with a strong Case for 
Support became much more effective in fundraising 
and, in some cases, were even able to activate their 
Case as a Board recruitment tool.

In the process of creating their respective Cases for 
Support, many participants were able to achieve 
real clarity and consensus about core values and key 
messages.  This allowed the participants to focus 
their messaging and reinforce that messaging across 
multiple communication channels. 

B  C ASE FOR SUPPORT
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The average valuation of 2.4 (i.e. Understand impor-
tance) for Fundraising Marketing/Messaging was 
heavily influenced by participants understanding of 
the importance of marketing in general.  The lowest, 
and most common valuation of 1 (i.e. Not in place) was 
a reflection of a lack of understanding in terms of how 
fundraising messaging differs from general or program 
messaging.  The highest initial valuation of 8 (i.e. Very 
good implementation) was earned by an ArtSupport 
Manitoba participant with professional marketing/
communications staff.

On average participants experienced an increase of 4 
levels in their valuation for Fundraising Marketing/
Messaging .  The lowest valuation was 4 (i.e. Some in 
place, perhaps ad hoc) and the highest was 8 (i.e. Very 
good implementation).

At the outset Fundraising Marketing/Messaging was 
heavily influenced by general and program messaging.  
Most participants believed that ‘selling their product’ 
was the most effective way to attract stakeholders and 

build organizational affinity.  As they completed their 
respective Cases for Support, participants developed a 
keen understanding that with fundraising donor-cen-
tric language and demonstrating impact were central 
to having effective Fundraising Marketing/Messaging.

The mentor/participant discussions also included 
examining the strength of the various messaging vehi-
cles, (i.e. Online vs. print), the idiosyncrasies of each and 
how best to capitalize on their respective strengths.

C  FUNDR A IS ING M ARKE T ING/MESS AGING
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With an initial average valuation of 3 (i.e. Plan to put 
in place) there existed a general lack of commitment 
to pursuing real growth in fundraising.  The highest 
valuation was 6 (i.e. Plans and some implementation).  
The lowest was 1 (i.e. Not in place).  It was very common 
for participants to use the previous year’s fundraising 
results with minimum expectations for an increase 
from existing partners - maintaining the status quo, 
so to speak.  A majority of participants also focused on 
securing dollars only for programming and many relied 
heavily on stable, albeit static, government funding.

The average final valuation for fundraising goals was 
6.9 (i.e. Better implementation).  A few participants 
remained uncommitted to setting firm fundraising 
targets; the lowest valuation was 2 (i.e. Understand 
importance).  In this particular case the participant 
was solely focused on earned revenue through ticket 
sales and never fully committed to using fundraising 
as a stable source of revenue.

D  FUNDR A IS ING GOALS

In general, the program saw good movement with 
the participants' fundraising goal setting.  It was 
critical that mentors introduce the best practice of 
setting firm fundraising goals for the participants.  
By goal setting, the participants could see a sustain-
able future, one built on the strengths of their Case 
for Support and the application of tested fundraising 
methods and strategies.  As such, having ArtSupport 
Manitoba participants begin thinking critically about 
new and secure fundraising streams was a major focus 
for the program.  The idea that participants had the 
ability to earn more revenue using the tools and exper-
tise available to them through the ArtSupport Mani-
toba program was something of a revelation for many.   

There was a secondary and significant change for those 
participants that committed entirely to setting fundrais-
ing goals.  In addition to taking the opportunity to earn 
more revenue, participants came to understand that as 
a non-profit organization their mandate must include 
taking measures to ensure sustainability.  This required a 
significant shift in attitude in staff, volunteers and Board.
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The average initial valuation for database was 1.9 (i.e. 
Understand importance).  ArtSupport Manitoba partic-
ipants that sold tickets for performances were more 
likely to use Excel or a ticket managing database system 
for tracking donors as well.  In some cases, the collected 
information was managed on paper or literally kept in a 
shoebox.  The lowest valuation was a 1 (i.e. Not in place) 
and the highest was 8 (i.e. Very good implementation).  
Generally speaking participants did not mine their data 
for fundraising prospects.

In general, the ArtSupport Manitoba program saw good 
movement on collection and use of data.  The final valu-
ation saw an average 3.5 increase with the highest valu-
ation being 8 (i.e. Very good implementation).  Unfortu-
nately, there remained a broad disparity between those 
participants that took full advantage of the opportuni-
ties that a robust database can provide and those that 
did not, with the later group of participants scoring 1 
(i.e. Not in place) on their final valuation.  The mean for 
database valuations was 6 (i.e. Plans and some imple-
mentation).

Data management requires a significant commitment 
on the part of an organization.  This represents a huge 
challenge for organizations that are already dealing 
with capacity issues.  As well, consistency and accuracy 
are essential for inputting, retrieval and use of infor-
mation.  ArtSupport Manitoba mentors worked with 
participants to build a database that was in keeping 
with their needs and capacity.  For some, this meant 
managing basic contact information in Excel vs. using 
SUMAC, a database recommended to ArtSupport 
Manitoba participants because of its cost and capabil-
ities.  For those organizations using a ticket manage-
ment database there was some integration of donor 
and prospect information, but management of that data 
would be less than ideal because the system was not 
generally set-up for fundraising.

E  DATABASE & PROCESSES
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F  E VALUAT ION TOOLS & PROCESSES

At 1.6 (i.e. Not in place or understand importance) 
the initial average valuation for Evaluation Tools & 
Processes was a reflection of spotty, informal or the 
complete absence of a formal evaluation process.  
However, one ArtSupport Manitoba participant was 
a ‘stand-out’ in that the initial valuation was 6 (i.e. 
Plans and some implementation).  At the outset of the 
ArtSupport Manitoba program many participants 
reported using staff and, to a lesser degree, Board 
recollections about the effectiveness of program-
ming in particular.  One participant summed up their 
experience as “ doing rather than analysis”.

The final valuation for Evaluation Tools & Processes 
shows an average of 4.2 (i.e. Some in place, perhaps ad 
hoc) with a few achieving a valuation of between 6 
and 8 (i.e. Plans and some implementation & very good 
implementation).  For those participants, the Exec-
utive Director’s commitment to evaluating previ-
ous performance in their strategic planning really 
started to pay dividends.

As noted above, at the outset many participant 
groups were not using formal evaluation tools and 
processes.  During the early years of the ArtSupport 
Manitoba program mentors worked with partici-
pants to begin gathering information for evaluation 
and then introducing the tools required to capture 
that information in a manner useful to the partici-
pants.  The introduction and refinement of a formal 
process will be one of the more significant findings 
resulting from the ArtSupport Manitoba program 
in terms of development for the Executive Director 
and the Board.
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The average ArtSupport Manitoba participant began 
the program with a valuation of 1.9 (i.e. Understand 
importance) in terms of Policies & Processes. The 
lowest reported valuation was 1 (i.e. Not in place) and 
the highest was 6 (i.e. Plans and some implementation).  
No participant reported having a complete set of poli-
cies or formal processes that were used on a regular 
basis to guide the organization.

The average final valuation was almost 5 (i.e. Process/
plans started).  A few of the ArtSupport Manitoba 
participants reported achieving a valuation as high 
as 8 (i.e. Very good implementation) noting, “the poli-
cies they required were in place”.   This segmentation 
of their respective policy needs was commonplace.  In 
both the initial and final valuations, completed polices 
focused on the organizations' current perception of 
what they needed in terms of policies.

It was very common for participants to not have poli-
cies that related to fundraising.  Mentors prioritized 
the development of policies for things like gift accep-

E  POL IC IES & PROCEDURES

tance and gift recognition.  Many ArtSupport Manitoba 
participants also adopted the Association of Fundrais-
ing Professionals – Donor Bill of Rights.  As one might 
expect, larger organizations generally, but not always, 
had a more comprehensive set of formal policies and 
processes in place.
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1

TOOLS

SUMMARY

Through the ArtSupport Manitoba 
program the participants were able to 
move up, on average 3.8 places on the 
valuation scale. This is a strong result 
and especially important in that the 
TOOLS section of the program is related 
specifically to the participant’s ability to 
actualize their mission.

Having foundational documents like 
their strategic plan, Case for Support 
and communications plan along with 
key operational processes, such as data 
management and policies, allowed the 
participants to move forward with confi-
dence.  Most importantly, by gathering 
the necessary tools, these participants 
began the process of addressing the 
need for all arts organizations to diver-
sify and stabilize their revenue streams.



The chart below illustrates the average increase for ArtSupport Manitoba 
participants in each of the valuations for the twelve indicators included in 
the Individual Giving section of the report card.  For example, a participant 
with an initial valuation of 1, (i.e. Not in place) would have increased by 3.5 
to a valuation of 4.5, (i.e. Process and plans started) or an initial valuation 
of 2, (i.e. Understand importance) would have increased to a valuation 5.5, 
(i.e. Plans and some implementation).
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A  D IREC T M A IL

At the outset, the average valuation for Direct 
Mail was 1.8 (i.e. Understand importance). Three of 
the reporting ArtSupport Manitoba participants 
reported valuations between 4 and 6 (i.e. Some in 
place, perhaps ad hoc and plans and some implemen-
tation).  Only one participant reported using a consis-
tent annual appeal.  It was more common to use direct 
mail for special appeals or program initiatives.

The average final valuation for Direct Mail was 5.7 (i.e. 
Plans and some implementation).  The largest single 
increase was 6 levels going from 1 (i.e. Not in place) to 
7 (i.e. Better implementation).  In this particular case 
the Board was also fully engaged and participated in 
the follow-up telephone calls.  For this participant, 
their annual appeal generated $5,000 NEW revenue 
in the first year and saw earnings double over the life 
of the ArtSupport Manitoba program.

The ArtSupport Manitoba mentors worked hard to 
impress on the participants the need to cultivate indi-
vidual donor support through a strategic approach 
that included donor-centric messaging presented in 
a consistent and compelling manner.  For performing 
arts participants in particular, the annual subscrip-
tion or individual ticket sales took precedence 
(justifiably so) and they struggled with developing 
an annual communications strategy that included 
fundraising.  For many, a ‘donate now’ option was 
included in their ticket sales, but this rarely earned 
significant revenue.

Finally, there was a general resistance to approaching 
individuals to donate for fear of upsetting them.  This 
is a significant issue in terms of building a new rela-
tionship with arts supporters, patrons and volunteers.



The average initial 1.5, (i.e. Not in place) valuation for 
Mid-level Giving was a reflection of most ArtSupport 
Manitoba participants NOT making any distinction 
amongst their donors based on the value of their gifts.  
Despite not being classified as mid level gifts, some 
participants did in fact receive donations at the mid-level.

In the final valuation program participants reported 
an average valuation of 4.4 (i.e. Some in place, perhaps 
ad hoc), which represented an increase of 2.9 in the 
average valuation.

The classification of mid-level giving vs. average gifts 
and major gifts was intended to have ArtSupport 
Manitoba participants thinking critically about their 
respective donor segments and develop strategies for 
promoting gifts and encouraging donors to increase 
the amount of their gifts. 

B  M ID - L E V EL GI V ING
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As with mid-level giving, major gift donors were not 
generally treated differently than other donors by 
ArtSupport Manitoba program participants.  The 
initial 1.7 valuation (i.e. Understand importance) was 
a reflection of a notion that these donors were more 
important but included no formal strategy for how to 
steward those donors. Two of the larger ArtSupport 
Manitoba participants did have initial valuations of 
4 and 6 (i.e. Some in place, perhaps ad hoc and process/
plans started) with the later participant in particular 
having a ‘giving circle’.

In the final valuation, ArtSupport Manitoba program 
participants reported an average valuation of 4.6 
(i.e. Process/plans started), which represented an 
increase of 2.9 in the average valuation.

With Major Gift valuations, just as with Mid-level 
valuations, most participants did not have clearly 
established strategies or protocols in place for a 
segmented approach to individual donors.  Mentors 
did report that those ArtSupport Manitoba partic-

C  M A JOR GIF T S

ipants contemplating an endowment or capital 
campaign were more inclined to consider how best 
to approach cultivating and stewarding mid-level 
and major donors.  Finally, the role and importance 
of the Board and/or Development Committee came 
sharply into focus in terms of working with mid-level 
and major donors.



When the program began, the average patron program 
valuation for ArtSupport Manitoba participants was 1.9 
(i.e. Understand importance).  Most participants with 
a patron program in place confined their activities to 
receptions before a performance. 

The final valuation saw a 1.6 increase, taking the aver-
age valuation to 3.5 (i.e. Plan to put in place).  The chal-
lenges the mentors saw in mid-level and major giving 
across the majority of participants was also reflected in 
final valuation.  Among the various participant objec-
tions to launching a donor program, two issues stand 
out: first, segmentation of the donor pool in this way 
was considered not part of the organizational culture, 
which favoured equal treatment of all donors regard-
less of their level of financial support; and secondly, the 
capacity of the participants to devote time and energy 
to a small group of donors was also problematic for 
many of the participants.

As above, there were a couple of participants that 
successfully launched a patron program and earned 
a valuation of 7 (i.e. Better implementation).  In these 
cases, the participants were able to build their respec-
tive programs around pre-performance or pre-open-
ings of gallery shows.

Over the course of the ArtSupport Manitoba program 
mentors worked hard to instill the belief that, while the 
contribution of every donor is important, individuals 
making  (or capable of making) larger contributions 
needed to be a focus for the participants.

D  PAT RON PROGR A M
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The initial average valuation for Personal Solicitation 
was 1.7 (i.e. Understand importance), with the high-
est valuation 4. (i.e. Some in place, perhaps ad hoc) 
being assigned to two ArtSupport Manitoba program 
participants. These results speak to the fact that staff 
and Board understand the importance but lack the 
skills and confidence to engage donors at that level.

The final average valuation was 3.9 (i.e. Some in place, 
perhaps ad hoc), which was an average increase of 
two valuation points.  Mentors viewed this as an 
acceptable gain because of the challenges inherent 
in this type of development work, although it should 
be noted that the mentors unanimously would like to 
have seen greater gains in this area.

E  PERSON AL SOL IC I TAT ION

The ability of staff and Boards to personally engage 
donors and other stakeholders in face-to-face meet-
ings is critical. ArtSupport Manitoba mentors worked 
with participants to demystify the process and build 
skills across the respective organizations. In some 
cases this began with having staff and Board contact 
donors in the stewardship phase of the fundraising 
program.  

For most organizations personal solicitation falls 
to staff but one ArtSupport Manitoba participant 
earned a $150,000 gift through the efforts of a Board 
member.  Thanking people for their support is gener-
ally an easier way to introduce face-to-face commu-
nication techniques.
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Planned giving was almost universally NOT used by 
ArtSupport Manitoba participants at the outset of the 
program.  As well, very few organizations had anything 
other than a vague notion of what planned giving 
entailed.  The average initial valuation was 1.2 (i.e. Not 
in place).  One participant had a valuation of 6 (i.e. Plans 
and some implementation).  Not surprisingly, this was 
with one of the largest organizations, which had a fund 
development department.

The average final valuation for Planned Giving was 
3 (i.e. Plan to put in place).  This rating was a result of 
ArtSupport Manitoba participants creating policy for 
use in the event that a planned gift was received or 
the promotion of the participants’ intention to accept 
planned gifts.  Generally speaking, Planned Giving was 
not a priority for ArtSupport Manitoba participants.

F  P L ANNED GI V ING
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G  EM A IL & IN T ERNE T

This category earned the highest initial average valu-
ation for the Art Support Manitoba participants.  At 
2.6 (i.e. Plan to put in place) the participants demon-
strated an understanding of the importance of social 
media for their fundraising.  However, generally 
speaking the participants used the internet through 
programs like Canada Helps, which is a passive fund 
development vehicle that does not solicit and only 
functions as a portal for donors to make contribu-
tions.  Very few organizations used email to actively 
solicit donations.

The average final valuation was 6.1 (i.e. Plans and 
some implementation).  This was a 3.5 increase in the 
average valuation with several ArtSupport Manitoba 
participants earning a valuation of 8 (i.e. Very good 
implementation).

As ArtSupport Manitoba participants began integrat-
ing their fundraising messaging into their respective 
overall communications, they began using email and 
internet more for fundraising.  For many, the Case 

for Support became critical in guiding their messag-
ing across all stakeholder groups.  Mentors saw the 
development of mass communications through vehi-
cles like Mail Chimp and posting of print material in 
PDF form in emails.  These communiqués in particu-
lar were effective in using donor-centric messaging 
to encourage donations.

The changes to the federal laws restricting the use 
of email addresses created a lot of confusion among 
ArtSupport Manitoba participants.  Mentors took 
great care to explain how our participants were 
exempt from portions of the federal changes and 
encouraged participants to continue to use email 
addresses, while letting stakeholders know that their 
privacy would be respected.

Finally, ArtSupport Manitoba participants promoted 
using the Internet as a portal for donors responding 
to ‘hard copy’ appeals.
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At an initial valuation of 1.1 (i.e. Not in place) the use 
of the telephone was not seen as a viable method for 
ArtSupport Manitoba participants to solicit donations.  
Generally speaking, mentors did not promote the use 
of the telephone for donor management until such time 
as the donor/organization relationship was well estab-
lished.  The mentors unanimously did not see the use 
of cold call telephone solicitation as being a workable 
option for ArtSupport Manitoba participants.

Final reporting shows an average valuation of 3.6 (i.e. 
Some in place).  It is important to note that the telephone 
was used exclusively for cultivation and stewardship 
purposes.  ArtSupport Manitoba participants’ Board 
and staff were encouraged to use the telephone to make 
follow-up calls to donors or subscription ticket buyers 
to say thank you.

Many ArtSupport Manitoba participants reported 
very positive results when asking Board members to 
participate in the thank you callbacks.  Their efforts 
were supported by prewritten scripts and performed 
as a group activity (generally before a Board meeting). 

H  PHONE
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The initial average valuation for Prospects was 1.4 (i.e. 
Not in place).  However this valuation was bolstered 
somewhat by two ArtSupport Manitoba participants 
collecting prospect data when the program started, 
their valuations were 4 and 6 (i.e. Some in place/Plans 
and some implementation) respectively.  None of the 
ArtSupport Manitoba participants were actively 
engaged in prospect mining or using a formal donor 
pipeline.

The final average valuation was 5 (i.e. Process/plans 
started), which reflects a general move for those 
ArtSupport Manitoba participants that began the 
program with valuations below 2 or 3 (i.e. Understand 
importance and Plan to put in place).  This is important 
in that the foundational work required to launch a 
formal prospecting program requires a commitment 
from staff and Board.

I  PROSPEC T S

To become active in donor prospecting, ArtSup-
port Manitoba participants looked to stakeholder 
groups not currently considered prospect candidates, 
including patrons, volunteers and alumina.  As well, 
participants moved toward the use of data manage-
ment software and began critically analyzing exist-
ing stakeholder commitment to their organizations.



Cultivation of prospective donors and/or volunteers 
was not something that most ArtSupport Manitoba 
participants engaged in.  The average initial valuation 
was 1.6 (i.e. Understand importance).  The participants 
understood that their cultivation programs required 
that their key messages, as identified in their Case for 
Support, would be required and that an overall strategy 
would be forthcoming.

A 3.5 increase in the average final valuation, repre-
sented by a scope of 5.1 (i.e. Process/plans started) was 
most often a reflection of the ArtSupport Manitoba 
participants using their programming as a cultivation 
tool.  As well, for those participants that developed 
their Case for Support, they now had a series of key 
messages that could be used by staff and Board across 
a variety of messaging vehicles.

J  CULT I VAT ION PL ANS

Mentors prioritized having participants stay on 
message in everything from opening emcee comments 
to online information. As well, Board members in 
particular worked with participants to build comfort 
and confidence in representing their organizations.

A formal cultivation program also underscored the 
importance of understanding that developing a robust 
donor base was a matter of building a lasting relation-
ship, rather than making one-off appeals for support.
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The initial average valuation for stewardship was 2 
(i.e. Understand importance).  For ArtSupport Mani-
toba participants their stewardship programs gener-
ally were a reflection of their donor benefits rather 
than a systematic process to build affinity across a 
broad cross-section of stakeholders, including turn-
ing supporters that didn’t contribute financially to 
donors.

The ArtSupport Manitoba participants responded 
well to the mentor’s guidance, as reflected in the aver-
age final valuation of 5.7 (i.e. Plans and some imple-
mentation).  For some participants, the stewardship 
program was expanded to include more stakeholders 
and became a role that Board and senior volunteers 
were ideally suited to.  There are several examples 
of Board volunteers really becoming excited about 
being involved in the stewardship program of their 
organization.

K  S T E WARDSHIP PL AN

Generally speaking, the ArtSupport Manitoba partic-
ipants began with a focus on donors/stakehold-
ers they deemed important to their organization.  
Mentors focused on using a balance process with one 
quipping “good for major donors, but mid-level donors 
might need a little more love!”



In general, special events were not a priority for 
ArtSupport Manitoba participants, as reflected in the 
average valuation of 2.1 (i.e. Understand importance).  
There were, however, examples of participants with 
a significant commitment to their special events.  One 
participant had a special event with a 39-year history 
and earned a valuation of 7 (i.e. better implementation).  
It’s important to note that for most mentors special 
events, while sometimes a net revenue generator, were 
not a priority unless the event was used as a source for 
new donors and a way to build a robust pipeline.

The final valuation shows an increase of 4.3 levels, which 
is the largest single increase in the Individual Giving 
section.  The average final valuation was 6.4 (i.e. Plans and 
some implementation).  There were several examples of 
ArtSupport Manitoba participants earning valuations of 
7 and 8 (i.e. Better implementation or very good implemen-
tation).  For these participants their special events were 
infused with the mission used to deliver key messages 
and demonstrate impact, build volunteer development 
committees and report on capital campaign results.

Those ArtSupport Manitoba participants enjoying the 
most success had successfully introduced strategies 
to take their special events beyond the event itself and 
integrated it into their overall development program, 
as well as using it to both cultivate and steward rela-
tionships with stakeholders.

L  SPEC I A L E V EN T S
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SUMMARY

The average increase for ArtSupport 
Manitoba participants across the whole 
Individual Giving section was 3 places on 
the valuation scale. The greatest increase 
of almost 4 valuation levels for Direct Mail 
represents a major move toward future 
sustainability for the ArtSupport Mani-
toba participants. As these participants 
build affinity with their core supporters, 
the very people most able and interested 
in long-term stability, they can plan for a 
future less dependent on government and 
corporations for financial security.

The valuations in the Cultivation and Stewardship 
categories also saw significant movement, with a 
3.5 and 3.7, respectively.  This is a strong indicator of 
ArtSupport Manitoba participants building on their 
understanding that fundraising is much more than 
simply asking for money and that building relation-
ships is paramount to success.

The increase in the valuation for Special Events at an 
impressive 4.3 levels speaks to an increased apprecia-
tion that presenting special events can be a powerful 
strategy IF the participants look beyond the event 
itself and integrate the program into their overall 
individual donor programming.  Using the special 
event to feed their donor pipeline is an essential tool 
for any organization.

The initial average valuation across the twelve indicators 
within this section was 2 (i.e. Understand importance) 
or less.  This is significant in that it clearly indicates that 
prior to the ArtSupport Manitoba program, on average, 
individual donors were not a priority.  For those organi-
zations that were working with individual donors, their 
programs may not have been comprehensive in nature 
and/or supported by a robust communications strategy.

INDIVIDUAL GIVING
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The chart below illustrates the average increase for ArtSupport Manitoba 
participants in each of the valuations for the six indicators included in the 
Corporate Giving section of the report card.  For example, a participant with 
an initial valuation of 2, (i.e. Understand importance) would have increased 
by 2.2 to a valuation of 4.2, (i.e. Process/plans started) or an initial valuation 
of 1, (i.e. Not in place) to a valuation of 3.2, (i.e. Plan to put in place).  Note: for 
the ArtSupport Manitoba program, Corporate Giving is defined as gifts 
given that are unencumbered by an expectation on the part of the donor for 
tangible benefits such as in the case of corporate sponsorship.
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A  L E V ELS

The average ArtSupport Manitoba participant began 
the program with a valuation of 1.8 (i.e. Understand 
importance) with a formal declaration of available 
benefits as determined by the amount of corporate 
gifts.  The highest valuation was 7 (i.e. Better implemen-
tation).  This participant in particular was in the midst 
of a Capital Campaign and had established the levels 
for recognition and naming rights of their new facility.

The average valuation for the final report card was 4.7 
(i.e. Process/plans started), which reflected a signifi-
cant increase of 2.9 levels on the valuation scale.  This 
was primarily as a result of ArtSupport Manitoba 
participants taking time to think critically about their 
corporate relationships, both in philanthropic giving 
and sponsorship, and align their respective programs 
to ensure continuity.

Three of the ArtSupport Manitoba participants 
achieved a final valuation of 8 (i.e. Very good imple-
mentation).  These participants had fully integrated 
their corporate gift levels in an overall development 
program including written policies and were doing 
a full inventory of all their needs, programming and 
naming opportunities. 
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Mentors saw a sharp division between those ArtSup-
port Manitoba participants that had existing prospect 
lists and those that did not.  The initial average valu-
ation was 2. (i.e. Understand importance) indicating 
most scored 1 (i.e. Not in place).  For those participants 
doing some sort of prospecting, the average experi-
ence was ‘brain storming’ prospects as required, which 
happened outside a formal process.  The highest scoring 
participant, valuation at 6 (i.e. Plans and some imple-
mentation) was in the middle of a Capital Campaign.

The average final valuation was 4.2 (i.e. Some in place, 
perhaps ad hoc) with three participants scoring valu-
ations of 6 and 7 (i.e. Plans and some implementation 
and Better implementation).  Arguably, the participant 
involved in the Capital Campaign benefited the most 
but all three ArtSupport Manitoba participants moved 
toward a formal program, using a database to manage 
their relationships and engaging the Board and staff to 
support the effort.

B  PROSPEC T S

A corner stone of a healthy development program 
includes the ongoing identification of potential pros-
pects.  The ability of ArtSupport Manitoba participants 
to capture donor data and carefully store and retrieve 
information was a key finding.  Mentors expect that 
as the participants become more adept at prospecting 
their valuations will rise.
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The ArtSupport Manitoba participants earned 
an average valuation of 1.5 (i.e. Understand impor-
tance) for research related to corporate giving.  Only 
one participant earned a valuation of 6 (i.e. Plans 
and some implementation) but even in this case the 
mentor noted that the process was informal only.  
Certainly part of the reason for this low valuation 
is that research is labour intensive and does not 
produce immediate benefits.  This combined with 
challenges around organizational capacity de-pri-
oritizes research.

The final average valuation was 4 (i.e. Some in place, 
perhaps ad hoc) and denotes a full 2.5 increase in the 
valuation, but a valuation of 4 speaks to the need for 
organizations to carefully consider how this might 
best feed the development team’s need for new pros-
pects.  Some of the more successful participants 
introduced the idea that volunteers or non-develop-
ment staff proficient in such things as online research 
could play a role.

C  RESE ARCH



The initial average valuation of 2.1 (i.e. Understand 
importance) was notable in that any activity ArtSupport 
Manitoba participants were engaged in was generally 
restricted to the Executive Director, or in some cases, 
the lead development staff person.  In almost all cases, 
this involved grant or proposal writing.  The top valu-
ation for solicitation was 7 (i.e. Better implementation) 
and it was earned by one of ArtSupport Manitoba’s larg-
est participants.

The final average valuation was 4.6 (i.e. Process/
plans started).  This 2.5 level increase in valuation was 
primarily for two reasons: first, organizations learned 
that actively seeking corporate gifts based on their 
research efforts, generally using available online search 
engines, was a viable prospecting tool; secondly, by 
using the key messages in their Case for Support, they 
were able to be much more efficient and effective.

The largest valuation for Solicitation was 8 (i.e. Very 
good implementation) and earned by the ArtSupport 
Manitoba participant with the initial valuation of 7 
(i.e. Better implementation) and one other participant.  
Generally speaking, however, ArtSupport Manitoba 
participants with lower initial valuations made the 
largest gains.

D  SOL IC I TAT ION
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The initial average valuation of 1.1 (i.e. Not in place) 
was clear indication that ArtSupport Manitoba 
participants did not view cultivation of corporations 
as a priority.  This may simply have been because the 
corporate gifts were awarded from corporate offices 
outside Winnipeg or Manitoba.  In short, the ArtSup-
port Manitoba participants felt they had no way to 
cultivate a relationship with the corporate ‘decision 
maker’.  As well, ArtSupport Manitoba participants, 
generally speaking, did not use their programming 
to cultivate relationships, with the notable excep-
tion of corporate sponsors with representatives in 
the city or province.

E  CULT I VAT ION PL ANS

The final valuation shows an increase of 2.7 levels, 
resulting in an average valuation of 3.8 (i.e. Some in 
place/perhaps ad hoc).  Half of the reporting partic-
ipants received a valuation of 4 (i.e. Some in place/
perhaps ad hoc) with the rest remaining unchanged at 
1 or 2 (i.e. Not in place or Understand importance).  One 
ArtSupport Manitoba participant earned a valuation 
of 7 (i.e. Better implementation).   Mentors stressed 
that a formal cultivation program underscored the 
importance of building a lasting relationship, rather 
than making one-off appeals for support.
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As with ArtSupport Manitoba participant’s cultivation 
planning, Stewardship Plans earned an initial valua-
tion of 1.1 (i.e. Not in place).  As noted above, partici-
pants failed to appreciate the power of stewardship 
as an effective tool for strengthening relationships, at 
all levels with all stakeholders.

The final average valuation of 3.7 (i.e. Some in place, 
perhaps ad hoc) is a reflection of the same split between 
those ArtSupport Manitoba participants committed to 
stewardship and those struggling to integrate stew-
ardship into their overall development strategy.

ArtSupport Manitoba mentors encouraged partici-
pants to take the time to use their programming to 
showcase their mission for corporate gift makers.  
Furthermore, they stressed that stewardship is one 
of the key roles for Board and lead volunteers and that 
for most people hosting and saying thanks is enjoyable 
and rewarding.

F  S T E WARDSHIP PL ANS
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SUMMARY

The average increase for ArtSupport 
Manitoba participants across the whole 
Corporate Giving section was an increase 
of 2.6 on the valuation scale. The greatest 
increase of almost 3 valuation levels was 
in the Levels category. 
This demonstrates a deeper understanding of how 
ArtSupport Manitoba participants began to think 
critically about their program needs and how to 
attract financial support to them.

Cultivation and stewardship are generally underused 
across all ArtSupport Manitoba participants.  This is 
particularly troublesome because our participants’ 
mission is a reflection of their art and showcasing 
their art has the incredible power to build affinity.

SE
CT

IO
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3 CORPORATE

GIVING

As noted above, identifying corporate giving pros-
pects requires a larger commitment to research 
as organizations need to look beyond the ‘usual 
suspects’ when prospecting.  In this time when corpo-
rations are moving towards sponsorship rather than 
philanthropic giving, this type of fundraising may be 
becoming more difficult.  However, it’s worth noting 
that some corporations have an expressed interest in 
aligning themselves with non-profit organizations 
through gift giving.  Their reasons, be it their own 
efforts at team building or developing a profile as a 
good corporate citizen, become key points where the 
ArtSupport Manitoba participants’ needs intersect 
with the corporations’.
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The chart below illustrates the average increase for ArtSupport 
Manitoba participants in each of the valuations for the six indicators 
included in the Corporate Sponsorship section of the report card.  For 
example, a participant with an initial valuation of 4, (i.e. Some in place, 
perhaps ad hoc) would have increased by 3.1 to a valuation of 7.1 (i.e. 
Better Implementation) or an initial valuation of 3.4, (i.e. Plan  to put 
in place) to a valuation of 6.5, (i.e. Better implementation).
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A  DE V ELOPMEN T PROPERT IES

The average initial valuation for Development 
Properties of 4 (i.e. Some in place, perhaps ad hoc) 
is a reflection of the absence of a formal program.  
In some cases, participants had not taken the time 
to think about their properties outside their own 
programming needs.  Mentors working with those 
participants with facilities did an audit of opportu-
nities with the participants and in one case a small 
survey of other non-profit sponsorship offerings in 
the community.  The highest valuation was 8 (i.e. Very 
good implementation), but the identified properties 
were almost all program related.

The final average valuation was 7.1 (i.e. Better Imple-
mentation) with three participants earning a valua-
tion of 8 (i.e. Very good implementation).  The single 
largest increase was 4 valuation levels which was the 
result of the participant taking a completely different 
attitude and approach to their corporate program.

For many, the ArtSupport Manitoba program allowed 
participants to pause and reflect on their approach.  
This process generally expanded the participant’s 
own perception of what properties were available for 
development.  On occasion fundraising staff worked 
within their organization to add properties that were 
previously not considered open for sponsorship.  
One of the most successful participants completely 
revamped their roster of development properties 
resulting in a 100% increase in sponsorship values 
and earning a 27% increase in earnings for 2018.
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Most ArtSupport Manitoba participants reported only 
a basic understanding of what was involved in doing 
research for corporate giving.  The average initial 
valuation was 2.1 (i.e. Understand importance).  Those 
participants that were engaged in research reported 
using an ad hoc process and/or mining their own exist-
ing stakeholder data.  This involved gala attendees, 
subscription or ticket buyers, and sponsor lists.  In some 
cases, participants were reviewing other arts organi-
zations’ published donor lists.

The final average valuation was 5.1 (i.e. Process/plans 
started).  ArtSupport Manitoba participants continue 
to resist establishing any priority around research 
because of its labour intensive nature.  Mentors did 
see an increased appreciation of research at the Exec-
utive Director level.  The participant achieving the 
highest valuation 8 (i.e. Very good implementation) 
achieved this as part of a total ‘revamp’ of their corpo-
rate program.

B  RESE ARCH

For most ArtSupport Manitoba participants, formal 
research remained a challenge because of the dual 
issues of staff capacity and skill sets.  Participants 
were encouraged to draw on other staff and/or volun-
teer resources to help with research, although some 
mentors felt that a valuation of 5 or 6 (i.e. Process/plans 
in place and Plans and some Implementation) was likely 
to be the status quo for the foreseeable future.
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At the outset of the ArtSupport Manitoba program, 
70% of participants reported a valuation of 1 (i.e. 
Not in place).  The average initial valuation of 2 (i.e. 
Understand importance) for all ArtSupport Manitoba 
participants was a reflection of a handful of partic-
ipants reporting some sort of intake and corporate 
relations management system.

The final average valuation for Pipeline was 4.4 (i.e. 
Some in place/perhaps ad hoc), which indicated that 
for those participants adopting a Pipeline their valu-
ation increased by 3 or more levels.  The most signifi-
cant increase was 4 full levels in valuation with a final 
score of 8  (Very good Implementation).

Having a formal Pipeline in place requires a commit-
ment to collecting, evaluating and maintaining an 
up-to-date database of corporate prospects. As well, 
for some ArtSupport Manitoba participants it required 
purchasing database software. In the hands of a skilled 
corporate relations staff person ArtSupport Manitoba 
participants realized significant gains in their respec-
tive programs.

C  P IPEL INE
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An initial average valuation of 3.4 (i.e. Plan to put in 
place) reflects a variety of existing skills in terms of the 
methodology used by ArtSupport Manitoba partici-
pants and the effectiveness of their messaging.  The 
highest valuation of 8, (i.e. Very good implementation) 
was earned by an ArtSupport Manitoba participant 
with skilled, professional staff.

The final valuation of 6.4 (i.e. Plans and some implemen-
tation) shows an average increase of 3 levels for ArtSup-
port Manitoba participants.  This was a reflection of 
several factors including: a steady intake of prospects, 
the support of the Executive Director, senior fundrais-
ers and volunteers, and cultivation of prospects before 
solicitation begins, to name a few.

Corporate sponsorships are a critical part of any 
ArtSupport Manitoba participant’s fundraising 
program.  It is becoming increasingly important for 
fundraisers to recognize that corporations are moving 
toward awarding marketing, rather than philanthropic 
dollars, through their Community Relations programs. 
As such, ArtSupport Manitoba participants refined 
their approach and strengthened their messaging as 
part of the program.

D  SOL IC I TAT ION
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The initial average valuation of 2.1 (i.e. Understand 
importance) was an indication that ArtSupport Mani-
toba participants did not prioritize cultivation despite 
the fact they understood the importance. As with 
Corporate Giving, this may have been because the 
corporate sponsorships were awarded from corpo-
rate offices outside Winnipeg or Manitoba.  However, 
cultivation of a local representative may have been 
an option. As well, there are many corporate offices 
in Winnipeg and Manitoba and the influential deci-
sion makers in those companies should be cultivated.

E  CULT I VAT ION PL ANS

The final valuation shows an increase of 2.9 levels, 
resulting in an average valuation of 5 (i.e. Process/
plans started). Many ArtSupport Manitoba partici-
pants used their performances, gallery openings etc. 
as effective cultivation opportunities.

Board support and involvement in cultivating corpo-
rate sponsor and prospects is an ideal role for these 
key volunteers.  Some ArtSupport Manitoba partici-
pants used their volunteers to great effect as ‘ambas-
sadors’ for their arts programming.  Pre-event shar-
ing of key messages, as seen in their Case for Support, 
and strategies to engage their guests supported their 
efforts.
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The initial valuation for Stewardship Plans was 2.4 (i.e. 
Understand importance). However, it must be understood 
that there was a significant gap between those that used 
their programming for stewardship (earning a valua-
tion of 8 or of very good implementation) and those, 
representing most ArtSupport Manitoba participants 
programs, that were valued at 1 or. Not in place.  For 
those ArtSupport Manitoba participants using their 
programming to good effect, the benefits may have 
been self-evident.  

The final valuation of 5.4 (i.e. Process/plans started) is a 
reflection of the same split between those ArtSupport 
Manitoba participants committed to stewardship and 
those struggling to integrate stewardship into their 
overall development strategy.

ArtSupport Manitoba mentors encouraged participants 
to take the time to use their programming to showcase 
their mission for corporate gift makers.  Further to this 
they stressed that stewardship is one of the key roles 
for Board and lead volunteers and that for most people 
hosting and saying thanks is enjoyable and rewarding.

F  S T E WARDSHIP PL ANS
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SUMMARY

The average initial valuation across all six 
indicators in the Corporate Sponsorship 
Section was 2.7 (i.e. Plan to put in place) 
and the average final valuation was 5.6 
(i.e. Plans and some implementation). 
This average increase of three levels was 
viewed by most mentors as acceptable 
but not as strong as they hoped. As with 
the Corporate Giving Section, mentors 
saw ArtSupport Manitoba participants 
demonstrating a deeper understanding 
of building a strong corporate base and 
how participants began to think critically 
about their program overall.

As noted above, cultivation and stewardship are 
generally underused across all ArtSupport Mani-
toba participants.  This is particularly troublesome 
because for our participants their mission is a reflec-
tion of their art and showcasing their art has the 
incredible power to build affinity.

ArtSupport Manitoba participants were encouraged 
to think critically about where their best prospects 
are and to look beyond the ‘usual suspects’ when 
building their corporate program.  In this time when 
corporations are moving towards sponsorship rather 
than philanthropic giving this type of fundraising 
may be becoming more critical than ever.

Mentors encouraged ArtSupport Manitoba partici-
pants to include ‘soft’ benefits such as team building 
or profile development as good corporate citizens for 
their corporate partners.
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The chart below illustrates the average increase for ArtSupport 
Manitoba participants in each of the valuations for the six indica-
tors included in the Foundation Giving section of the report card.  
For example, a participant with an initial valuation of 1.7, (i.e. Under-
stand importance) would have increased by 2.9 to a valuation of 4.6 (i.e. 
Process plans started) or an initial valuation of 4.1, (i.e. Some in place, 
perhaps ad hoc) would have increased to a valuation of 7, (i.e. Better 
implementation).
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A  PROGR A MS T H AT NEED SUPPORT

ArtSupport Manitoba participants were divided 
between those that aggressively pursued founda-
tion gifts and those that did not.  The initial average 
valuation of 3.1, (i.e. Plan to put in place) was a reflec-
tion of most being valued at 3 or less, with a handful 
of participants scoring between 6, (i.e. Plans and some 
implementation) and 8, (Very good implementation).

The final average valuation of 6.4 (i.e. Plans and 
some implementation) was the result of those new to 
applying to foundations gaining several levels while 
those already valuated at the higher levels using 
the ArtSupport Manitoba program to refine their 
approach.

One of the biggest challenges for ArtSupport Mani-
toba participants was having access to grant search 
software. During the program ArtSupport Mani-
toba gained access to Canada Helps - Grants Connect 
and mentors were able to run grant searches for the 
participants.
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The majority of ArtSupport Manitoba participants 
received an initial valuation of 1 (i.e. Not in place) with 
one participant, who had recently hired a grant writer, 
receiving a valuation of 5 (i.e. Process and plans started).  
This resulted in an average valuation of 1.7 (i.e. Under-
stand importance).  For most participants, research was 
confined to ‘the usual suspects’ and heavily focused on 
government programs.

The final average valuation was 4.6 (i.e. Process/plans 
started).  ArtSupport Manitoba participants continue to 
resist establishing any priority around research because 
of its labour intensive nature and continue to use staff 
and volunteers’ ‘intel’ or approach grant research as a 
reactive vs. pro-active fundraising strategy.

B  RESE ARCH

As noted above, for most ArtSupport Manitoba partic-
ipants, formal research remained a challenge because 
of the dual issues of staff capacity and skill sets.  Partic-
ipants were encouraged to draw on other staff or volun-
teer resources to help with research, although some 
mentors felt that a valuation of 5 or 6 (i.e. Process/plans 
in place and Plans and some Implementation) was likely 
to be the status quo for the foreseeable future.
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The initial average valuation for Prospects was 2.2  
(i.e. Understand importance).  Most ArtSupport Mani-
toba participants had an informal prospect list that 
staff and volunteers had thought about but were 
unsure how to capture the data or begin a formal 
prospecting program.

The final valuation showed an increase of 2.5 levels, 
making the average 4.7 (i.e. Process and plans started).  
The mentors felt that this was a good result because 
it demonstrated an appreciation of how important it 
is to begin building a pool of grant prospects and a 
commitment to pursuing this opportunity.

Some ArtSupport Manitoba participants also began 
working on a pipeline for their grant prospects.

C  PROSPEC T S
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The initial average valuation for Solicitation was 2.4 
(i.e. Understand importance).  Mentors worked with 
ArtSupport Manitoba participants on two fronts in 
Solicitation, the first being developing effective skills 
for making the ‘ask’ but also having participants intro-
duce the key messages, as developed in their Case for 
Support, to strengthen their appeal.

The final average valuation for Solicitation was 4.6 (i.e. 
Process and plans started), which reflected the same 
change in appreciation and approach that mentors saw 
with Prospecting.  The 2.2 increase in the valuation 
marked the move from simply thinking about Solici-
tation to creating a framework for launching a more 
aggressive program.

ArtSupport Manitoba mentors noted a number of posi-
tive developments with the participants.  Two stand-
out results are the use of letters of inquiry to receive 
an initial positive response before expending time 
and energy on a formal application and an increase in 
positive responses because the content and persuasive 
language had become more refined.

D  SOL IC I TAT ION
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As noted in the previous section, an initial average 
valuation of 1.9 (i.e. Understand importance) is an indi-
cation that ArtSupport Manitoba participants did not 
prioritize cultivation despite the fact they understood 
the importance.  Again, this is due in part because 
granting agencies may not be in Winnipeg or Mani-
toba and, as such, unable to attend performances or 
openings but mentors stressed that cultivation can 
take many forms, such as impact statements or photo 
records of activity.

E  CULT I VAT ION PL ANS

The final valuation shows an increase of 2 levels, 
resulting in an average valuation of 3.9 (i.e. Some in 
place perhaps ad hoc).  Board support and involvement 
in cultivation is an ideal role for these key volunteers.  
Some ArtSupport Manitoba participants used their 
volunteers to great effect as ‘ambassadors’ for their 
arts programming and as signators on impact state-
ments and reports to granting agencies.
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The initial average valuation for Stewardship Plans 
was 1.6 (i.e. Understand importance).  This highlighted 
stewardship as a priority for mentors.

The final average valuation of 3.9 (i.e. Some in place, 
perhaps ad hoc) is less an increase than the mentors 
were looking for overall, but there were some real high-
lights in stewardship including; the Executive Direc-
tor and the Board Chair became heavily involved in 
stewardship; funders (and some non-funders) received 
timely impact statements of how their contribution 
made a difference; and organizations with represen-
tatives from local granting agencies were contacted 
often.  These examples made a real difference for those 
participants who applied them.

F  S T E WARDSHIP PL ANS
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The average initial valuation across all 
six indicators in the Foundation Giving 
Section was 2.2 (i.e. Understand impor-
tance) and the average final valuation 
was 4.7 (i.e. Process and plans started).  
This average increase of 2.5 levels was 
viewed by most mentors as acceptable but 
not a strong as they hoped for.  However, 
mentors were pleased to see ArtSupport 
Manitoba participants demonstrating a 
deeper understanding of the opportuni-
ties that lay in Foundation Giving and to 
see how participants began to think criti-
cally about their program.

As noted in other sections, cultivation and steward-
ship are generally underused across all ArtSupport 
Manitoba participants.  The opportunity to use and 
showcase their art has the incredible power to build 
affinity.  This combined with the impact that their 
programming has can become central to gaining the 
support of granting agencies.

ArtSupport Manitoba participants were encour-
aged to think critically about who their best pros-
pects might be and to look beyond the ‘usual suspects’ 
when grant seeking.  As well, the consistent use of 
the key messages found in their Case for Support will 
provide greater success in both receiving grants and 
awards, and maintaining long-term relationships 
with granting bodies.
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The chart below illustrates the average increase for ArtSupport Manitoba partici-
pants in each of the valuations for the three indicators included in the Engagement 
section of the report card.  For example, a participant with an initial valuation of 1.4, 
(i.e. Not in place) would have increased by 3.5 to a valuation of 4.9 (i.e. Process/ plans 
started) or an initial valuation of 3.2, (i.e. Plan to put in place) would have increased 
to a valuation of 7, (i.e. Better implementation).
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A  BOA RD FUNDR A IS ING SUPPORT

The average initial valuation of 1.4 (i.e. Not in place) 
for Board Fundraising Support was not an unex-
pected result for the mentors. This is arguably a 
reflection of the industry ‘norm’ when it comes to 
volunteers contributing financially to organizations 
where they sit on the Board.  Mentors acknowledge 
that this is also a reflection of those organizations, of 
which the ArtSupport Manitoba participants were no 
exception, where there is no expectation for its Board 
members to contribute.

The final average valuation saw an increase of 3.5 
levels to 4.9 (i.e. Process and plans started) demon-
strating a strong shift in attitude.  Several of the 
smaller ArtSupport Manitoba participants, partic-
ularly with those whose mandate was centered on 
marginalized people or ‘tough’ subject matter, expe-
rienced the smallest increase.

For many ArtSupport Manitoba participants the idea 
that Board members should contribute financially to 
their respective organization came as quite a revela-
tion.  Many Board members viewed their volunteer 
work on the Board as their contribution.  Generally 
speaking, introducing the expectation that all Board 
members should contribute financially requires a 
shift in the organizational attitude.
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The initial average valuation for Volunteer Fundraising 
Support was 1.6 (i.e. Understand importance) consistent 
with the valuation for Board support.  Again, mentors 
saw little or no expectation on the part of general volun-
teers or the ArtSupport Manitoba organizations them-
selves to contribute financially.

The final average valuation for Volunteer Support was 
4.6 (i.e. Process and plans started), again consistent with 
the valuation for Board Support.  ArtSupport Manitoba 
participants remained hesitant to approach volunteers 
although a few did introduce this issue for their respec-
tive Fundraising Committees to review.

B  VOLUN T EER FUNDR A IS ING SUPPORT

Some ArtSupport Manitoba participants presented 
focus groups for their volunteers and sought volun-
teer input into the idea that volunteers might be asked 
to contribute. Generally speaking, the focus group 
participants responded very strongly with the same 
answer that their volunteer time was their contribu-
tion.  Mentors recognized that promoting giving among 
the volunteers was an issue that would require time 
to implement.
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The initial average valuation of 2 (i.e. Understand 
importance) indicated that staff and Board were keen 
to tap community leaders or ‘persons with influence’ 
in support of their organization.  Some ArtSupport 
Manitoba participants felt that priority was for 
their Boards and general volunteers to become more 
engaged prior to seeking leadership volunteers from 
outside the organization.

The final average valuation saw an average increase 
on four valuation levels.  At 5.6 (i.e. Plans and some 
implementation) Senior Leadership Support reflects 
one of the largest increases in valuation across the 
entire matrix.

The mentors worked with the ArtSupport Manitoba 
participants to develop strategies to identify and 
attract senior leadership support and the Executive 
Committee, Executive Director and Board Chair took 
lead roles in establishing links within the community.

C  SENIOR LE ADERSHIP SUPPORT
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SECTION 6

ENGAGEMENT SUMMARY

There was good movement in the Engage-
ment section overall with some of the larg-
est increases in valuation for the whole 
program. Central to the work the mentors 
did was having the ArtSupport Manitoba 
participants shift their expectation of 
those stakeholders closest to the organi-
zation – the volunteers.

This was reflected in the average valua-
tion of 1.7, (i.e. Understand importance) 
across all three indicators moving to an 
average final valuation of 5, (i.e. Process 
and plans started).  As noted above this 
issue was included in some focus group 
work that was undertaken by ArtSupport 
Manitoba participants.  For many of the 
participants there is a lot of work to do 
with their various volunteer groups but 
the mentors expressed satisfaction in 
seeing senior staff and Board fully adopt-
ing Engagement as a priority.
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The average initial valuation across all six indica-
tors in the Foundation Giving Section was 2.2 (i.e. 
Understand importance) and the average final valu-
ation was 4.7 (i.e. Process and plans started).  This 
average increase of 2.5 levels was viewed by most 
mentors as acceptable but not as strong as they hoped 
for.  However, mentors were pleased to see ArtSup-
port Manitoba participants demonstrating a deeper 
understanding of the opportunities that lay in Foun-
dation Giving and to see how participants began to 
think critically about their program.

As noted in other sections, cultivation and steward-
ship are generally underused across all ArtSupport 
Manitoba participants.  The opportunity to use and 
showcase their art has the incredible power to build 
affinity.  This combined with the impact that their 

programming can become central to gaining the 
support of granting agencies.

ArtSupport Manitoba participants were encouraged 
to think critically about who their best prospects 
might be and to look beyond the ‘usual suspects’ when 
grant seeking.  As well, the consistent use of the key 
messages found in their Case for Support will provide 
greater success in both receiving grants awards and 
maintaining long-term relationships with granting 
bodies.
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The chart below illustrates the average increase for ArtSupport 
Manitoba participants in each of the valuations for the four indi-
cators included in the Organizational Development section of 
the report card.  For example a participant with an initial valu-
ation of 1.9, (i.e. Understand importance) would have increased 
by 2.7 to a valuation of 4.6 (i.e. Process/plans started) or an initial 
valuation of 3.2, (i.e. Plan to put in place) would have increased to 
a valuation of 5.9, (i.e. Plans and some implementation).
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A  S TAFF

The initial average valuation of 2.6 (i.e. Plan to put 
place) reflects various realities that ArtSupport 
Manitoba participants experienced. Staff commit-
ment and willingness to perform duties outside the 
scope of their ‘official’ duties was almost universally 
recognized as a major factor for participants. Job 
satisfaction was high but offset by an understanding 
that staff were generally underpaid. Staff turnover 
also contributed to the 2.6 valuation.

The final average valuation increased to 5.9 (i.e. Plan 
and some implementation), which is an increase 3.3 
levels. During the course of the program mentors 
saw some increase in stability, this may or may not 
have been due to the ArtSupport Manitoba program.  
Mentors also noted a higher level of involvement 
with the Executive Directors. However capacity and 
continued focus on programming remain a challenge.

Those ArtSupport Manitoba participants that under-
stood the need to build organizational stability and 
a firm operational foundation tended to make the 
biggest gains.
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The initial average valuation of 2.3 (i.e. Understand 
importance) was primarily in response to Develop-
ment staff professional development activity.  Generally 
speaking, most ArtSupport Manitoba participants had 
limited budgets for professional development, which 
prompted many to observe that the ArtSupport Mani-
toba program itself was a significant professional devel-
opment opportunity.

The final average valuation was 5.1 (i.e. Process and 
plans started) represented an increase of 2.8 levels 
overall.  In addition to the learning afforded by the 
ArtSupport Manitoba program, participants began 
taking advantage of training offered by the Association 
of Fundraising Professionals and Creative Manitoba.  

B  PROFESS ION AL DE V ELOPMEN T

Interestingly, mentors saw that Executive Directors, 
Board members and support staff joined fund devel-
opment staff at all of these opportunities.

The ArtSupport Manitoba programs primary objec-
tive was to stabilize and diversify participant revenue 
streams.  To do this ArtSupport Manitoba mentors 
focused on educating staff by providing them with 
tested fundraising strategies, and methods to measure 
effectiveness as well as through advancement in partic-
ipant understanding of foundational principles for 
fundraising.
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The level of understanding in terms of fundraising 
among ArtSupport Manitoba participant Boards is 
clearly demonstrated in the initial average valua-
tion of 1.8, (i.e. Understand importance).  The major-
ity of Board members scored an initial valuation of 1, 
(i.e. Not in place) or held some fairly simplistic ideas 
about fundraising; such as ‘ask rich people to join the 
Board’.  The ArtSupport Manitoba program mentors 
worked hard to elevate the Board understanding and 
appreciation of today’s reality for non-profit orga-
nizations.

The final average valuation of 4.6, (i.e. Process/
plans started) was a reflection of mentors working 
directly with Boards in Fundraising 101 for Boards 
workshops, through developing participants Cases 
for Support and through Fundraising Committee 
work.  Mentors agree that there is still a lot of work 
to be done in terms of Board development.

C  BOA RD DE V ELOPMEN T & T R A INING

Mentors experienced a high level of commitment on 
the part of Board members in terms of their desire 
to fully participate, in accordance with their ability, 
in fundraising.  Some mentors focused on acclima-
tizing Board members to their roles in fundraising 
through activity in cultivation and stewardships.  As 
well, there were a few cases were Board members 
also demonstrated a willingness to participate in 
soliciting donors, although these volunteers were 
uncommon.
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The average initial valuation of 1.9, (i.e. Understand 
importance) speaks to one of the major challenges 
facing ArtSupport Manitoba participants. For many 
the gap between Understanding importance and having 
the resources to act on that understanding is very large 
indeed.  A case in point would be the use of a formal 
database, which could cost $2,500.  For many ArtSup-
port Manitoba participants this expense was a real 
challenge.

The final average valuation of 4.6, (i.e. Process/plans 
started) marks a general move toward more investment 
in infrastructure.  Most ArtSupport Manitoba partic-
ipants, when faced with the decision to invest in oper-
ating or fundraising infrastructure vs. programming/
production infrastructure, really struggled with an 
organizational philosophy that favoured investing in 
programming and productions.

The Executive Director stands out as the individual that 
needs to make the final decision on where to invest.  
As the ArtSupport Manitoba program moved forward 
participants were able to understand that infrastruc-
ture investment laid the foundation for greater sustain-
ability.  For organizations that had been surviving on 
limited resources an opportunity for investing in infra-
structure could look like a risky proposition.

D  INFR AST RUC T URE IN V ESTMEN T
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SUMMARY

SECTION 7 ORGANIZATION

DEVELOPMENT

There was an average 2.9 increase in 
the four valuations considered under 
the Organization Development section.  
With the average baseline valuation 
of 2.2 at the beginning of the ArtSup-
port Manitoba program it is clear that 
for the average ArtSupport Manitoba 
participant investing in infrastructure is 
a major issue.

The final average valuation of 5.1 (i.e. Process/plans 
started) is very positive, however the challenge will 
be to ensure that ArtSupport Manitoba organiza-
tions ‘stay the course’ over the next few years before 
they will see their investment provide the anticipated 
returns

The work the mentors did with Boards was a critical 
aspect of the ArtSupport Manitoba program.  Our 
hope is that these Board members will be instrumen-
tal in supporting the Executive Directors in their 
continued efforts.  As ArtSupport Manitoba partic-
ipants embrace the notion that they need to include 
fundraising as part of the overall mandate of their 
organization their drive for sustainability through 
increased capacity should become a reality.
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CONCLUSIONFI
VE

The pilot project sought to import the 
ArtSupport Australia structure, adapt 
it to Manitoba realities, and achieved 
similar results. That is to say, we sought 
to increase private-sector arts funding 
for arts organizations throughout Mani-
toba, believing this would result in a more 
stable and innovative arts sector, which 
in turn would benefit artists, audiences, 
participants and communities. 

The results we can point to are not of the scale as 
ArtSupport Australia, but still indicate we moved the 
bar on many fronts. We had carved out nine desired 
outcomes, on the onset of the program. And despite the 
need to adapt along the way, it is worth stating what we 
believe can be concluded on these 8 desired outcomes. 
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4  WHEREAS WE DID SUCCEED IN TRAINING EXPERIENCED FUNDRAISERS WITH 
ARTS SPECIFIC EXPERTISE, WE DO NOT BELIEVE OUR INVOLVEMENT LEAD TO A 
DECREASED DEFECTION TO OTHER, BET TER PAYING NOT-FOR-PROFIT SECTORS, 
OUR GENERAL APPROACH MIGHT HAVE DECREASED THE IMPACT OF THIS REGUL AR 
PHENOMENON ON THE ORGANIZATION SEEING THEIR FUNDRAISER LEAVE AFTER A 
SHORT PERIOD OF EMPLOYMENT.

1 WE INCREASED PRIVATE SECTOR FUNDING BY AN AVERAGE OF $2.4 
MILLION ANNUALLY AND WE BELIEVE THAT SUCH INCREASED HAS THE 
POTENTIAL TO RESULT IN A MORE STABLE AND INNOVATIVE SECTOR, WHICH 
WILL IN TURN BENEFIT AUDIENCES, PARTICIPANTS AND COMMUNITIES.

2  T HE ART SEC TOR DID NOT SEE AN 
OV ER ALL INCRE ASE IN BUDGE T S, AS 
RE V ENUES E ARNED BY T HE PR I VAT E SEC TOR 
DID NOT CLOSE T HE GA P ON LOST RE V ENUE .

3  W E DID SUCCEED IN PROV IDING ON T HE JOB 
T R A INING OF FUNDR A IS ING S TA FF, A ND S TA FF IN 
GENER A L , DE V ELOP ING SK IL LS A ND A S T RONG COHORT 
OF FUNDR A IS ING L I T ER AT E S TA FF IN T HE A RT S .

5 OUR PRESENCE DID LEAD TO STRONGER ORGANIZATIONS SUPPORTED 
BY ENGAGED AND INFORMED STAFF AND BOARDS. THE SUSTAINABILITY 
OF WHICH IS HARD TO DETERMINE IN A FOUR YEAR PILOT PROJECT, AS 
SUSTAINABILITY REQUIRES A LONGUER PERIOD OF EVALUATION.

7 WITH T WO SMALL PUBLIC SERVICE 
CAMPAIGNS, WE ARE HOPEFUL THAT WE 
EXPANDED AND ACTIVATED THE PUBLIC IN 
THE ENTIRE ECOSYSTEM OF ARTS ACTIVIT IES.

9  FU T URE S TAT IS T ICS W IL L A LSO INDIC AT E IF T HERE WAS, IN FAC T, A N INCRE ASE 
IN T HE NUMBER OF PHIL A N T HROPIS T S W I T H A FOCUS ON T HE A RT S .

6  WE SAW A L ARGE NUMBER OF ORGANIZ AT IONS EMBR ACE 
A CULTURE OF PHIL ANTHROPY, WHICH BROADENS THEIR 
FUNDING, OUTRE ACH AC T I V I T IES AND AUDIENCES.

8 SIMILARLY, WE BELIEVE TO HAVE HEIGHTENED AWARENESS OF THE VALUE OF THE 
SECTOR WITHIN MANITOBANS, WHICH WOULD INCLUDE, BUT NOT TARGET, THE NEXT 
GENERATION OF  MANITOBA’S HIGH NET WORTH INDIVIDUALS.



Thus, we feel confident in saying the pilot program was 
successful. That doesn’t mean there isn’t room for criti-
cism. We presented ArtSupport as a game changing proj-
ect, as set up by the Artsupport Australia model. Much 
of this report does demonstrate our model did have a 
positive impact, as mentors’ incentivized organizations 
to spend resources on making themselves stronger.  But 
it would be fair to say the expectations were set high, and 
the Manitoba model wasn’t able to deliver a game chang-
ing reality. There isn’t one single reason for this. It would 
be fair to acknowledge that some of the limitations in the 
results achieved was influenced by the fact that over the 
course of four years, the program had a lot of start-stops 
due to the fact that sustainable and full funding was not 
secured for the ArtSupport Manitoba program. Since 
Artspace does not have the organizational capacity to 
weather the financial risk, organizations where often 
asked to accept a pause in services. This undoubtedly 
affected momentum, and surely needs to be taken into 
account. This underpins the importance of medium to 
long-term funding in order for programming to achieve 
its fullest potential. We did not wish to illustrate this 
point through a negative experience, but alas, there is 
some irony in ArtSupport Manitoba being challenged 
in securing adequate funding for its own programming. 
This scenario also highlights the fragility of successful 

arts organizations to take risks with new programming. 
On the flip side, this created a solidarity amongst those 
delivering the program, and those receiving its services. 
There was trust that ArtSupport Manitoba ‘got it’ since 
it was a program administered by ‘one of us’, by someone 
deeply embedded in the art sector fabric of Manitoba. 

 It is also important to spend time thinking about 
where the arts sector of Manitoba finds itself. We know 
the mentorship offered to arts organizations did result 
in an increase in private-sector donations and did result 
in stronger, more capable arts organizations. However, 
arts organizations did not see an overall increase in 
their budgets, as other revenue sources fell. This 
outcome over the four years of the project illustrates 
the tremendous importance of the private sector as a 
source of revenue for arts organizations to stay afloat; 
never-mind to achieve sustainability, or even grow. 

 This drop in overall revenue is also a source of greater 
pressure for on the job training of fundraising staff, but 
also of Executive Directors, and board members.  It is 
clear there is limited assistance for arts organizations in 
this domain. It is also clear, that accessible professional 
development is desired by many arts organizations. It is 
our hope, that some elements of training or workshops 
live beyond this pilot project, and become a more regular 
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occurrence. We saw the greatest uptake in private sector 
activity during the first year of participation of arts orga-
nizations in the program. This might help frame any 
ongoing training. It might be best to devise a system 
that exists in one-year cycles. This would also suit the 
goal of developing a skilled and strong cohort of fund-
raisers in the arts, knowing that there is high turnover of 
fundraising officers in the arts sector. In working with 
staff, job satisfaction was high, but was offset by the fact 
that staff were generally underpaid compared to other 
sectors such as health and education. This resulted in 
high staff turnover. When fundraising is about building 
relationships, this turnover is a real challenge. Gains 
made in organization cultural shifts or operating knowl-
edge of fundraising tools were lost as development offi-
cers trained in arts organizations and get scooped up by 
larger institutions that can offer higher pay. 

 

 Over the four years, we were able to witness 
certain things across the arts sector, regardless of 
size and geographic location. Generally speaking, 
lead volunteers and executive staff do not understand 
fundraising to the degree that is necessary to thrive 
rather than just survive in 2018.  Their perceptions 
are born out of oft-repeated myths about what fund-
raising involves.  For many organizations the order of 
the day is to have someone do fundraising ‘from the 
corner of their desk’. Arts organizations have a high 
imperative to integrate fundraising into their orga-
nizational practices.  For most this means a signifi-
cant adjustment in culture and structure. One that 
recognizes that an integrated fundraising plan is 
not a threat to programming but a key component to 
delivering programming, both current and future. 
Arts organizations would be well served to adopt the 
Conditions Needed to Achieve Sustainability presented 
in the KEY LEARNINGS section.  A note on this grid. 
It is an attempt to be tool and reminder of how to 
integrate philantropy throughout the organizational 
structure. We acknowledge that the 43 measures that 
we set up through the ArtSupport Manitoba report-
ing mechanisms is cumbersome and quite frankly 
daunting to most organizations. Having worked with 
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Arts organizations have a high 
imperative to integrate fundraising 
into their organizational practices.



the 43 measures, we believe they can be grouped in six 
areas of activities or six requirements for philanthropic 
engagement. These groups are:

 
1  ORGANIZ AT IONAL S T R AT EGIC PL AN  
2  C ASE FOR SUPPORT  
3  DE V ELOPMEN T PL AN  
4  FUNDR A IS ING M ARKE T ING / MESS AGING  
5  ORGANIZ AT IONA L SELF KNOW LEDGE  
6  PEOPLE

 
Thus we hope that ArtSupport can leave some useful 
tools to be picked up by art organizations, so that they 
may feel empowered to engage in philanthropy. Having 
said that, it is clear that regular education of all stake-
holders is paramount. 

 We held a wrap up event that allowed for sharing 
of experiences lived, and lessons learned. To ensure 
organizations from every corner of the province 
could participate, we asked a few organizations to 
submit a short video with a few key highlights from 
their time with the program (www.youtube.com/
watch?v=KAs6U_JX8XY&t=36s). During conversa-
tions that ensued, it became evident that arts organiza-

tions in Manitoba were attracted to the pilot program 
because they had a large appetite to find alternative 
ways to raise funds and to diversify their revenues as 
most had identified various threats to their funding 
in the immediate or in the near future. One should 
be careful not to conclude that this means there is no 
perceived role for public funding. 

 It was often repeated that the mentorship and train-
ing provided invaluable assistance. Some of which was 
revolutionary, some of which was confidence build-
ing in terms of having someone to validate elements 
of organization building exercises. All arts organiza-
tions expressed that they wished they had more time; 
more time to give to the program, more time from the 
mentors, and more time for the program to evolve. 
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 Once engaged, we often heard from program 
participants that they really understood that you 
have to spend time to see results. No quick fix, it 
takes years to develop the needed relationships to 
produce the desired results. We also were constantly 
reminded that there was a wide disparity of strengths, 
weakness and special needs of each participating arts 
organization. This was mainly due to the various 
sizes of the organizations and the various locations. 
This was also echoed as many identified learning a 
lot about where the deficiencies are in their organi-
zation, and what is standing in the way of their abil-
ity to reach their goals. We saw many organizations 
evolve on this point alone. Many now have adopted 
best practices around the development of their Stra-
tegic Plan including using the plan itself to assess 
the organization’s progress. Interestingly, program 
participants began integrating more detailed plan-
ning, such as a development and/or communica-
tions strategies into their overall planning. This is 
in contrast to focusing on program objectives alone, 
which was the order of the day at the outset of the 
ArtSupport Program.
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‘’Canadians are cultural omnivores. 
Rather than define ‘culture’ in narrow 
terms, audiences view it as inclusive of 
a broad and diverse set of activities, 
whether that be a visual art museum, a 
dining experience, a music festival, or a 
local street fair… Canadian audiences 
are adamant: culture – broadly defined 

- matters in their lives. Whether by 
providing a sense of belonging through 
community, fostering empathy through 
connection with others, or bringing 
much needed perspective via a sense 
of discovery, culture has intrinsic, 
lasting value and is a force for good in 
our changing society.’’  
 
— CULT URE T R ACK C A N A DA



 ArtSupport Manitoba has created fertile ground 
for the arts sector to engage with a new generation of 
philanthropists to explain how one’s cultural appe-
tite can be supplemented with financial support to art 
organizations. Culture Track Canada places the arts 
sector in the same zone as human rights and environ-
mental causes in terms of generating philanthropic 
activity from Canadians, while top dollar generators 
were sectors like child poverty, health, humanitarian 
relief and religion. This echoes every training session 
we had, where program participants lamented that 
they cannot compete with child poverty or health care. 
However, Culture Track Canada demonstrates that 
the arts are exactly where we should be in terms of 
social perception. If Canadians value the arts similarly 
to Human Rights and Environmental causes, we’re 
exactly where we should be. So it’s not about competing 
with hungry children, or disease research for limited 
Canadian charitable dollars. To be honest, the arts 
probably aren’t fully comfortable in the ‘charity’ family, 
although we are largely charitable. Similarly we are not 
comfortable in the commercial sector, where dollars 
dictate decisions. Some art is economically driven, but 
most is not. Maybe the best way to frame us is to say 
we are social profit. This includes the economy, but is 

far from being its main driver; it involves charity, but 
it is more than that. This is the territory that is hard to 
define, and hard to create measures for, as art is often 
said to be concerned with beauty. Many societies posi-
tion beauty as something that is sacred, as it stems from 
the unprecedented and incites deliberation, and thus 
is life-saving. As Elaine Scarry stated, 

“the opposite of beauty is not ugly, it’s injury. 
Beauty takes place in the particular; it lives 
in the realm of problems of perception.” 

We do have a duty to consistently 
restate the importance of beauty, 
art, and to have it accessible to all 
Manitobans.
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 As such, not-for-profit art organizations are 
uniquely positioned to be those who have the capac-
ity to bring people together across divides on equal 
terms. We intuitively believe this to be true; but still 
we struggle to explain it to those who don’t bask in 
the arts on a regular basis, thus underscoring the 
importance of programs like ArtSupport Manitoba 
that provide the tools for arts organizations to prop-
erly articulate what it is they do, what it is that art has 
the power to achieve. We do have a duty to consis-
tently restate the importance of beauty, of art, and to 
have it accessible to all Manitobans. Not dissimilar 
to our sector neighbours human rights and environ-
mental organizations. Said differently, this seems to 
indicate that our value is well established and would 
be tragic should we disappear or should our value slip. 
It also means we must live up to the expectations of 
those values. The arts industry exists in the intersec-
tion of public, corporate and private support. There-
fore, to make the arts sector sustainable, we must 
engage in all three domains, in order for all three to 
be thriving revenue sources for the arts. 

 In our last year, we decided to let artists tell the 
story. After all, we keep saying that artists have the 
power to shed light on new perspectives. So why not 

give them the opportunity to do so. The result is a 
three minute bilingual video called : From where art 
grows / jusqu’ou la portée de l’art (player.vimeo.com/
video/258831288 ). Towards the end, the artist states:

Now (et à jamais) 
On ne peux que porter nos oeuvres si loin.  
We can drag these works to the brink of 
being 
But it’s you that gives them life

Your involvement decides what becomes 
our cultural narrative 
by seeing, hearing, experiencing  
by giving  
en donnant

 It is a call to action. One that includes giving of 
money, but is more complex than that. Manitobans, 
like Canadians, turn to culture to feed a sense of 
community, a sense of connection, and a sense of 
discovery. The video is also a call to action for arts 
organisations to allow Manitobans to engage with the 
arts, to hold up its social value. It might just be as an 
audience member, but it might be more. As art orga-
nizations we owe it to ourselves, to engage in dialogue 
with our audience, our patrons, our community. But 
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for this to be meaningful, and for this to be integrated 
into our organizational structure, we need help. We 
know the Manitoba arts sector has an appetite to engage 
in such a conversation. ArtSupport Manitoba was a 
key support tool/mechanism for arts organisations to 
engage in this dialogue. Now that the pilot project has 
come to an end, it is unclear what will fill this gap. 

 In working with thirty-five arts organizations 
throughout Manitoba, we can state unequivocally 
that all need support in order to fulfill their mandate, 
today and into the future. We are, as a sector, chal-
lenged in finding the balance of public and private 
support in order to achieve success as social profit 
entities. But we already think like social profit enti-
ties. Which means if we do receive funding, our instinct 
is to put to it use in terms of creating art and unleash-
ing its power, versus using funding to generate more 
funding. For example most art organizations said that 

spending limited resources on fundraising programs 
was a difficult decision, as they would rather spend it 
on their art programming. We applaud that instinct, 
however, programs like ArtSupport Manitoba demon-
strate how investing in philanthropy tools results in 
more revenue. While we did prove that investing in 
philanthropic tools results in more private donations 
being generated, sadly, not at rates that compensate 
for lost revenue sources elsewhere. Having said that, 
we hope that the results exposed in this report will 
encourage segments of ArtSupport Manitoba to live on, 
and continue the cultural changes that will allow the 
arts sector to feel empowered to execute their socially 
important mandate. 

…a call to action for arts organisations 
to allow Manitoban's to engage with 
the arts, to hold up its social value.

As arts organisations 
we owe it to ourselves, 
to engage in dialogue 
with our audience, our 
patrons, our community.
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From where art grows / 
Jusqu'ou la portée de l'art.
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ART SPACE

ArtSupport Manitoba was a pilot-program designed by 
Randy Joynt (former Executive Director of Artspace) 
and Katarina  Kupca (professional fundraiser). 
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Artspace Inc. firstly under the Direction of Randy Joynt, 
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PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS WERE

Many contributed to the success-
ful execution of the pilot project. 
Each of the organizations listed 
above had three to a dozen people 
involved. Listing them all would 
double the size of this report. So 
we simply thank all who partici-
pated in the program.

Sincerely, without 
hesitation, and repeated, 
to each of you

Miigwetch, merci, 
thank you. 
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acknowledge a few key people for 
their contributions to the deliv-
ery of the program, which are the 
hon. Pat Bovey, Cheryl Miki, and 
Carol Finlay.




